Recovering Data From Old ST-2900 F loppy Disks
ST-2900
Computer

UFDR
Universal Floppy Disk Reader

Exhibitor: David C. Wiens
Langley, BC, Canada
Hardware components:
Disk Drive: 360KB 5.25” drive modified to output the differen Floppy
tial analog signal from the read heads in addition to the regular digital
interface

A small computer using the Motorola
6809 8-bit microprocessor, on two or
three 3.9"x6.3" boards, running the
TSC FLEX and Microware OS-9 operating
systems, that I sold worldwide starting
in 1984.
It has 64KB DRAM, 4KB EPROM, 2 serial
ports, 2 parallel ports, 3 counter/timers,
and a floppy disk controller. The optional
third board is a 512KB RAM-Disk.

 What: Floppy disk data recovery system that records analog as well as raw digital signals.
 Why: As floppy disks age they are prone to increasing number of read errors. But in some cases the error is only one wrong
or missing bit causing an entire sector to be discarded. My software helps to find those bits, then allows "fixing" them. I'm
hoping that the analog signal will provide additional information to suggest why the bits were "bad", and also provide clues as
to what the correct bits should be. This analog feature is what sets my UFDR system apart from other devices such as the
KryoFlux. The analog data might not be needed often, but I wanted to read my floppy disks with the best system the first time,
instead of only after simpler methods had failed, because each time an old disk is read, it deteriorates.

 How:

Simultaneously captures the digital signal and the analog signal from the read head on a slightly modified floppy disk
drive at 15 million samples/second, stores the data on the host system's hard drive, then post-processes the data with software. The data can be displayed graphically, and individual bits can be manually inserted or deleted, then the data decoded
again to see if the "bad" sector is now "good".

 Currently processes FM (single density) and MFM (double density) signals at several standard data rates from 125kbps to
500kbps. But since the raw analog and digital data is recorded, the software could be enhanced to decode any other format,
including variable bit-rate formats, hence the "universal" in the name.

 The UFDR capture software is a 32-bit Windows console mode program I wrote in C with Microsoft Visual Studio Express
2013. The program works, but could use lots of improvements, especially in the user interface.

 The sigrok PulseView program and a custom FM/MFM decoder module written in Python are used to graphically display the
analog and digital signals and decoded information.



Connector: hard-wired to the testpoints on the disk drive that
 Analog
output the amplified differential analog read signal; includes a voltage
regulator to convert +12V from the drive to +5V required by the Analog
Sender
Sender: uses op amps (with adjustable gain) to amplify the
 Analog
differential analog signal and drive it onto the twisted-pair cable
Receiver: receives the differential analog signal from the
 Analog
cable and drives the ADC (Analog to Digital Converter) inputs
Controller: digitizes the differential analog signal at 15 MS/s
 Capture
with a TI ADS930 ADC, samples the digital read data signal from the
drive at 15 MS/s with a CPLD (Complex Programmable Logic Device),
merges the analog and digital data into 10-byte packets, uses an IDT
72V241 SynchFIFO to buffer data for when the USB chip can't accept
it, all controlled by logic in the Lattice ispMACH4064V CPLD; also
provides +3.3V power to the Drive Controller
provides a 60 MHz clock to the Capture Controller, and
 USB-FIFO:
transmits the 10-byte data packets via High Speed (480Mbps) USB to
the host PC using an FTDI UM232H-B breakout board
Controller: uses a TI MSP430G2452 16-bit microcontroller to
 Drive
control the floppy disk drive, send control signals to the Capture Controller, receive commands from the host PC, and control the overall
capture sequence
lets the host PC communicate with the MSP430 via Full
 USB-Serial:
Speed (12Mbps) USB using an FTDI FT232R

 power supply: +5V @ 3.5A, +12V @ 2A, -12V @ 0.3A
 load resistor: provides minimum load of 350mA on +5V supply






Hand-taped artwork for PCB layout for CPU board (slightly smaller than original)


PulseView showing analog data, digital data, and decoded information



Credits:
• Mark M. - purchasing my remaining ST-2900 inventory, but only on condition that I recover the
software, including source code, from my old floppy disks

• Kevin B. - designing the analog circuitry for the Sender and Receiver boards
• Jax at The Hackery - assembling the surface mount boards, and donating a 360KB floppy disk
drive
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• Jeff H. - lending two 360KB floppy disk drives with power supply
• Tom C. - printing this poster
• Mike I. - providing transportation to Seattle
• ExpressPCB - making the bare circuit boards, and providing PCB layout software that is easy and
enjoyable to use
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